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PeaceTV initiated an 8-week training course for video production managers across continental regions 
starting March 1st. 
 
In today's era of instant communication, True Mother aims to disseminate the news of Cheon Il Guk 
globally in every language. Consequently, she has provided filming equipment and authorized iPeaceTV 
to offer this video production training. This enables participants to aid in the development of providence 
by creating and preserving videos about activities in each region, thereby sharing the words and teachings 
of the True Parents with people worldwide. 
 
The international headquarters selected motivated individuals under 30 years old, engaged in public 
mission work on each continent and possessing basic skills in camera operation and video editing. The 
headquarters helps to accommodate this two-month training, designed to cultivate young talents who will 
lead video production efforts in their respective continental regions. 
 
This comprehensive training merges theory and practical skills, including scriptwriting, planning, filming, 
video editing, and distribution. iPeaceTV's goal is to equip young individuals with the ability to produce 
premium content, significantly advancing the providence of True Mother, the Only Begotten Daughter 
within the public mission framework. 
 
Looking ahead, these video production managers will maintain regular communication with iPeaceTV to 
conduct interviews with Cheon Il Guk's key figures in their regions. These interviews will be highlighted 
in the Hanju Hyodowon Memorial Hall, as per True Mother's declaration. iPeaceTV aspires to evolve into 
a global media platform that consistently broadcasts a wide array of activities taking place in different 
continental regions. Further information will soon be made available to iPeaceTV and the respective 
video production managers in each continental region. 
 
Letters of appreciation to True Mother 
 
Lee Eun-sun, Participant in iPeaceTV's Video Production Training (South America) 
 

Dear True Mother, whom I dearly love and miss, 
 



 

 

I am Lee Eun-sun, brought up within a blessed family from the Korea-Japan group of 360,000 
couples. Inspired by your guidance that every moment should be used to advance Heaven's 
providence, I've come to understand that media is the most powerful means to swiftly share 
Heaven's providence with the world. I'm deeply grateful to have the privilege of being among the 
first on our continent to undergo this specialized training by iPeaceTV, the national broadcaster 
of Cheon Il Guk. 
 
Moreover, I appreciate the grace that enables us to use the camera and video editing equipment 
provided during this training for future projects on our continent. 
 
Throughout this training, I've been profoundly moved by how much you value media and the 
effort you dedicate to developing future leaders in this arena. Following these 8 weeks, our goal is 
to quickly spread your message of compassion and providence throughout our continent, aiming 
to transform it into a 'Heavenly South America' aligned with Heaven's will. We strive to be the 
future generation of filial sons and daughters in South America, delivering reports of hope and 
victory, and sparking the revival Heaven eagerly awaits. I fervently pray for your continued 
health and longevity, so we may bring you joy and success reports throughout your lifetime. 

 
Zancan Chung-nam, Participant in iPeaceTV's Video Production Training (South America) 
 

Dear True Mother, my name is Zancan Chung-nam, a second-generation member of a Brazil-
Chile family. 
 
In our modern society, where the consumption of online media is becoming increasingly popular, 
I've come to understand the importance of ensuring that Heavenly Parent's Holy Community is 
likewise actively engaged. This involves delivering the messages, direction of providence from 
the True Parents, and sharing various activities with all global members in real time. Such 
engagement is essential for participating in the providence of the Heavenly Parent and True 
Parents. 
 
For this reason, I'm deeply grateful for the iPeaceTV training course you've initiated. This 
training gives me confidence that we can enhance the bond between Heavenly Korea and 
Heavenly South America, which are pivotal areas of providence Under the guidance of 
Continental Director Kim Dong-woo, Heavenly South America has built a studio within the 
Continental Headquarters and is now nearing completion of acquiring the necessary equipment 
for content creation. I am confident that with the required equipment and skilled team, Heavenly 
South America will greatly advance our mission to widely share and testify about the Heavenly 
Parent. 
 
I commit to thoroughly learning and utilizing the filming equipment you have generously 
provided during this training. I intend to use this knowledge to create high-quality content once I 
return to the South American continent. I am truly grateful to you, True Mother. 

 
 
 
 


